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legacy of debt, for the huge cost of waging them has to be paid
sooner or later, and the dislocation of international trade takes
years to repair.
Thus after the Peace of 1815 the nation suffered great dis-
tress. The war had greatly stimulated the Industrial Revolu-
tion (§§ 252-3)5 owing to Government demands for foodstuffs,
clothing, and munitions of war; but the Governmqfct now
ceased to require these commodities—in fact, it began to sell its
surplus stock. Foreign trade declined instead of reviving ; for
continental countries were too impoverished by the war to be
able to import British goods. Moreover, British exporters lost
that monopoly of world-markets which command of the sea had
given them in war-tiine. Lastly, the discharge of thousands of
sailors and soldiers flooded the labour market, keeping wages
at a low level, and causing widespread unemployment (NiSg).
§ 268. parliament makes bad worse.—These troubles were
unavoidable—they are part of the price man has to pay for the
folly of war ; but Parliament aggravated the hardships of the
working-class by unwise legislation. During the war, when
the importation of corn had been almost impossible, farmers had
been encouraged to bring more of their land under the plough.
Many of those who had borrowed capital for this purpose saw
themselves faced with ruin wrhen the return of peace compelled
them to meet once more the competition of imported corn.
Parliament was still largely under the influence of aristocratic
landlords whose incomes depended on the rents paid by these
farmers. It therefore hastened to pass the Corn Law (iSi5),
which imposed an import-duty on corn, so as to keep the price
up to a high level. Bread was (and is) the staple food of the
poor, and its dearness brought them to the verge of starvation.
And this was not all. When Pitt put on the Income Tax in
1798 (§ 246) he had promised that it should be only " for the
duration of the war." Like all " direct" taxes it fell mainly
on the well-to-do; and as that class dominated Parliament,
they were able to insist that Pitt's promise should be at once

